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Chapter 2191: Not the One to Lose 

 

“If I remember correctly, the Fifth Division is responsible for G District. Sea District is in the south, which 

doesn’t seem to be under your jurisdiction.” 

Guo Langming, “... !!!” 

Staring blankly at Li Heyi, who had slowly walked toward him and stopped on the second last step of the 

staircase, standing up for Wu Jingzhong, Guo Langming was pissed off. 

Could someone tell him why the 12th Officer flew from Emperor District to Sea District to attend the Wu 

family’s banquet this weekend? 

Li Heyi was the top candidate for the next presidential election! 

Facing the future president or vice president, Guo Langming’s eyes widened and his mouth opened and 

closed, but no words came out. He wanted to explain, but he could not find any words. 

After all, even though he was the director of the Fifth Division, they could not really control Sea District. 

Originally, Guo Langming strolled into the Wu family’s banquet in a very arrogant manner, attempting to 

capture all the members of the Wu family and disrupt the banquet. Seeing this, the guests did not know 

how to react. They could not leave yet they did not dare to watch. 

However, seeing how powerful Governor Wu was and how Guo Langming was at a loss for words, 

everyone grew very curious about the Officer Li that Guo Langming mentioned. 

Someone could not help but ask, “Who is that Officer Li? He seems very powerful. I feel like he’s even 

more powerful than Governor Wu.” 

“I don’t know! If the person in charge of the Fifth Department calls him Officer Li, maybe he’s someone 

from the headquarters of the Ministry of Justice.” 

“If he’s someone from high up, it would be a slap in the face! He came in so aggressively to try to 

capture the Wu family, but Fifth Department isn’t allowed to do that in Sea District. What a fail!” 

“Don’t you think this Officer Li looks very familiar?” 

“He does! I don’t know where I’ve seen him before.” 

“I’ve seen him on TV.” Finally, someone remembered and said, “Officer Li is Li Heyi, the 12th Officer of 

the executive hall. Doesn’t he often appear on TV? The president loves bringing him along for 

inspections.” 

This person’s words silenced all the guests. None of them dared to say anything more. 

Everyone had a new judgment of the Wu family now. 



They were not just the most wealthy family in Sea District. They were working toward becoming the 

most wealthy family in Emperor District! 

Originally, the Wu family only had power because Wu Jingzhong was the governor of Sea District. Now, 

they had the protection of the 12th Officer. 

In addition to that, the 12th Officer was related to the Xiao family through marriage. Since the Wu family 

was related to him, the Wu family and the Xiao family must have a good relationship too. 

Everyone felt like they had come to the right place today. Even though the Wu family had offended the 

Shi family, they were related to the Xiao family. Moreover, the 12th Officer was ranked higher and had a 

better reputation than the 13th Officer. 

The guests thought that as long as they could establish a good relationship with the Wu family, their 

family’s power would definitely rise. 

The guests’ eyes sparkled as they watched Guo Langming lose his composure. They were not anxious at 

all. 

The Wu family was even less anxious. 

Today, not only did the Wu family have Li Heyi supporting them, but they also had Chi Yang, who was 

even more powerful than Li Heyi. Even without them, Wu Jingzhong was not someone to be trifled with. 

Without sufficient evidence, how could he be so foolish as to allow himself to be captured? If his hand 

was forced, he would definitely not be the one getting hurt in this fight. 

Chapter 2192: Really Not Appropriate 

 

“Director Guo, you still haven’t answered my question. Why did your Fifth Department come to Sea 

District to try to arrest the Wu family?” 

Guo Langming’s heart felt like a hundred million horses were racing across it. 

Could he tell Li Heyi that he was sent by the Xiao family? 

The 12th Official used to be a member of the Xiao family! 

He did not know how to open his mouth. After all, there were so many people watching. 

Guo Langming smiled, his forehead covered in fine beads of sweat. He walked to Li Heyi’s side and said, 

“Officer Li, I think there might’ve been a misunderstanding. Why don’t we talk in private?” 

Li Heyi looked at the person in front of him and knew that he was a member of the Xiao family. He had a 

filial duty to protect this person, but Elder Xiao could not be bothered with such duties. The Xiao family 

did not care about what he did, so he believed that if he helped the them eliminate this evil today... his 

father-in-law would definitely not blame him. 

Li Heyi said coldly, “You wanna talk in private? Why? Since you also feel that there’s been a 

misunderstanding, let’s make everything clear now. Governor Wu is the governor of Sea District. His 

reputation is not something to be casually trampled upon. You would have gone ahead and done so if 



not for me being here today. I absolutely can’t allow someone from our administrative office to be 

casually framed. Why did you come hereto arrest him? Who gave you the courage to openly violate the 

rules of the Ministry of Justice and cross your jurisdiction to attempt to arrest him? And what did you 

plan to do after arresting him?” 

Guo Langming was pissed off. He really wanted to curse. 

Could he say that he was ordered by the second young master to arrest him? 

“Officer Li, it’s really not appropriate for me to talk about this here. Why don’t... Why don’t we forget 

about this for today? I’ll report the situation to Officer Li another day.” After saying that, he was ready 

to leave. 

“Stop right there!” 

This voice was not Li Heyi’s, but someone else’s. 

Guo Langming turned around. When he saw the person descending the stairs clearly, his eyes widened 

again. 

Guo Langming was thinking about how if the Xiao family had done a better job of communicating 

internally, Li Heyi would definitely let him go after he found out who sent him. However, after seeing 

this person, Guo Langming felt like he had been tricked. 

Chi Yang’s tall and slender body was like a sudden burst of sunlight. It instantly attracted the attention of 

everyone present, especially the women! 

With a height of 188cm, he was tall and slender like an upright pine tree. He was perfect, and it was 

impossible to pick out even a single flaw on his body. 

His face was so handsome that it seemed lovingly handcrafted by God. His thin lips were slightly pursed, 

and his sharp and deep eyes were like eagles in the dark night, able to pierce through the darkness and 

look into one’s soul. 

He walked down the staricase step by step. Each step seemed to resonate in people’s hearts, making 

their souls tremble. 

There was no lack of unmarried young ladies among the guests attending the banquet today. 

Even though Wu Zongyang of the Wu family was unmarried, the only girls who could catch his eye were 

probably from the few top-tier wealthy families in Sea District. Thus, these young ladies all revelled in 

this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to look at another viable man at this banquet. They wanted to find a 

good man for themselves and their family, as well as a strong backer for their marriage alliance. 

The moment Chi Yang appeared, the eyes of almost all the young ladies lit up. 

After all, he was really too handsome and too good-looking. Plus, as a soldier, his character and aura 

were... 

Chapter 2193: Who Had Not Thought to Tell Him? 

 



Regardless of whether a girl was a teenager or already a woman, as long as she was not blind, she would 

be attracted to a man like Chi Yang. 

“Lieutenant... Lieutenant Chi?!?!?!” 

Guo Langming was really pissed off now. 

Who had not thought to tell him that the commander of the Eagle Special Forces would be at the Wu 

family’s banquet? 

Who had not thought to tell him how the mediocre Wu family of Sea District was able to invite a 

heaven-defying person like Chi Yang to back them up today? 

The guests below were all shocked when they heard what the law enforcement officer called this 

mysterious man. 

“Lieutenant general? Did I hear wrong? Such a young man is actually a lieutenant general? Or is he just 

too good at skincare? Maybe he’s actually over 50 years old!” 

“No matter how well a 50-year-old man takes care of himself, it’s impossible for one to look like this, 

right? And soldiers work so hard. They’re too tired to take care of themselves well!” 

“Soldiers need military merits to get promoted. Even if one has a strong family background, without 

various top-notch military merits, it would be impossible for one to become a lieutenant general at such 

a young age. To have achieved what he has, unless he is a member of the Eagle Special Forces, he must 

have done a lot of meritorious deeds.” 

“Ah, I know!” Suddenly, someone said in shock and excitement, “He’s the commander-in-chief of the 

Eagle Special Forces, Chi Yang! Didn’t that Guo guy just call him Lieutenant General Chi? Didn’t he and 

the president resolve the poisoning epidemic in Emperor District? He also has a fiancee. She’s the eldest 

daughter of the top aristocratic family of Emperor District, the Nangong family. Her name is Nangong 

Nuannuan!” 

This person’s words clued all the onlookers into Chi Yang’s true identity. 

Even though all the young ladies were still looking at Chi Yang in amazement, they knew now that he 

was out of their league. 

Moreover, this man was already taken. 

Just as everyone was thinking about this, an unbelievably beautiful girl wearing a flowing silver fishtail 

dress walked down toward Chi Yang. She looked like a mermaid! She walked up to his side, stretched 

out her hand, and grabbed Chi Yang’s arm, very much pledging her sovereignty upon this man. 

Chi Yang looked down at Guo Langming from above, his voice almost as cold as ice. 

“Wu Lingyun is Li Jingyan’s, a senior member of the Eagle Special Forces, fiancee. Li Jingyan coudln’t 

attend today, so me and his parents came to Wu Lingyun’s family recognition banquet instead.” 

Guo Langming’s mouth opened again, trying to explain himsef, but he found that he could not explain 

anything at all. 



“Wu Lingyun is the daughter of the Wu family, and everyone in the Wu family loves her. Today, Li 

Jingyan could not be here to protect her, so her and her family’s safety is in my hands. You just said that 

the executive hall’s network was hacked and that you think this is related to the Wu family, so you want 

to arrest their whole family. Where’s your evidence?” 

Guo Langming’s mouth opened and closed without a word again. He tried his best to get some words 

out, but he could not explain anything. 

“You have no evidence, yet you came here to arrest a military wife. Is this some kind of joke?” 

“I-I’m not here to arrest Wu Lingyun. I... Lieutenant General Chi, there’s been a misunderstanding, b-but 

there are too many people here. Can I explain to you and Officer Li upstairs?” 

Chi Yang did not fall for his trick. He had a high position, so he did not have to answer to anyone he was 

unwilling to, except the president. 

Chapter 2194: Storming in to Private Settling? 

 

“You want to settle this privately? What happened to storming in to try to capture the Wu family in 

front of so many guests?” 

Guo Langming, “...!” 

It was obvious that this big shot did not want to give him face nor show any mercy. 

However, if he exposed the Xiao family at this moment and blamed Li Heyi and Xiao Yuqi’s second 

brother, would he not be dead for sure? 

Guo Langming did not like seeing the disdain in the eyes of all the guests looking at him. 

After all, he was a member of the Fifth Department of the Ministry of Justice. Many people answered to 

him. However, today, he had completely lost face when facing the Wu family. 

Seeing that he could not speak, Chi Yang continued. “Since you have no evidence and can’t explain why 

the people of the Fifth Department of the Ministry of Justice came to arrest the governor of Sea District, 

please go to the police station with your men.” 

Guo Langming’s eyeballs shook violently as he looked at Chi Yang in disbelief. He did not expect Chi Yang 

to actually call the police to arrest them. 

“Lieutenant General Chi, there’s been a misunderstanding! I can explain!” 

“If you want to explain, you can explain here, in front of everyone. If you don’t want to explain here, 

then you go to the police station and explain. This is the Wu family’s private banquet. You could be 

detained for breaking in without an invitation, not to mention using the name of the Ministry of Justice 

to try to arrest people. Go to the police station now. I’ll call the director of the Ministry of Justice to see 

if he wants to bail you out.” 

As soon as Chi Yang finished speaking, the security guards in the banquet hall received Wu Jingzhong’s 

signal. A group of them aggressively detained Guo Langming and his men. 



Almost all the celebrities living in Sea District were present at the Wu family’s banquet today, except for 

those in the Xu family, so this banquet had been closely guarded. Many police officers were maintaining 

order downstairs. 

After learning of what happened upstairs, the police officers rushed up immediately. 

Seeing them, Guo Langming’s entire body froze. If he was really arrested and Chi Yang really reported 

this matter to the Ministry of Justice, he would definitely be expelled from the Ministry in the future. 

Not only would he be barred from the Ministry, but he would be barred from all work relating to law in 

the future. 

Guo Langming regretted this. He knew early on that this was not a good plan. However, he could not 

resist the temptation that Xiao Chengan offered him, so he accepted this job. 

He had been betting on Wu Jingzhong not having a backing. If he met the Xiao family again, he would be 

reduced to ashes. 

Even though he did not know why Xiao Chengan wanted him to catch Wu Jingzhong and everyone else 

in the Wu family, especially Wu Lingyun, he knew the Xiao family disliked would not get a good ending. 

Therefore, he relied on the Xiao family’s influence to get up to this point. 

He thought that even if the plan failed, the Xiao family’s influence would allow him to be able to escape 

at the first opportunity. 

That was why he came here. 

Who could have guessed that he would encounter Chi Yang and the 12th Official! 

They wanted to have him arrested! 

They also wanted to inform the president of the Ministry of Justice about his actions! 

If the president learned about this, he was better off dead. 

Guo Langming was not a member of the Xiao family. He only had a few connections to the second young 

master of the family, Xiao Chengan, and he had wanted to use these connections to generate something 

better. 

He did not expect that in the end, not only would he not be able to advance up the ranks, but he would 

not even be able to secure the position he had fought so hard for. Guo Langming’s intestines turned 

green with regret. 

Chapter 2195: The Banquet Was Over Now 

 

“I’ll say it! I’ll say it right now. The Xiao family asked me to arrest the Wu family. I-I’m just an ordinary 

staff member of the Ministry of Justice. I can’t possibly go against the Xiao family’s wishes! I could only 

bite the bullet and come here. I don’t have a problem with Governor Wu. Lieutenant General Chi, why 

don’t we just let this matter go on account of Officer Li?” 



Chi Yang and Li Heyi had a close relationship, right? Li Heyi was going to participate in the presidential 

election, so Chi Yang would not go against his family, right? 

“How dare you! Who gave you the courage to humiliate the Xiao family in public? My father, Xiao Yun, is 

an honest and magnanimous person. He’s been serving the country and its people all his life. How can a 

dirty scumbag like you casually say that? I’ll never forgive you if you dare accuse the Xiao family of a 

crime again!” 

Guo Langming’s heart cracked! 

“Officer Li, the Xiao family really did ask me to do this. If they hadn’t, why would I come here to try to 

capture Governor Wu, someone I don’t even know? I told you that I wanted to speak in private, but you 

weren’t willing. I-I saw that Lieutenant General Chi was going to arrest me, so I had no choice but to tell 

the truth.” 

Then, Guo Langming looked at Chi Yang and begged for mercy. “Lieutenant General Chi, there really was 

a misunderstanding. I know what I didn’t explain properly. This matter has nothing to do with the Xiao 

family, it only has to do with Governor Wu’s arrest. Can you please ask these policemen to go away, so I 

can explain everything to you slowly?” 

Guo Langming hoped that Chi Yang would let him go on account of the Xiao family. Otherwise, he would 

have denounced the family. 

Moreover, he believed that Li Heyi would definitely be willing to speak in private now. 

However... 

“No!” Li Heyi said sternly, “You’ve tarnished my father’s reputation, yet you still want to speak privately? 

Do you think the Xiao family is a doormat you can simply trample on?” 

“No...” Guo Langming looked at Li Heyi speechlessly. This man... why was he not listening? 

Li Heyi continued. “Even if this matter really was instigated by the Xiao family, it has absolutely nothing 

to do with my father. So, tell me and everyone here, who told you to do this? After I fact-check your 

claim, I can report this matter to my father and let him handle the matter.” 

Guo Langming, “...” 

Chi Yang, who was at the side, said, “As a law enforcement officer of the Ministry of Justice, you used 

the power in your hands to do bad things for others and seek benefits for yourself. You didn’t care about 

your position at all and have brought shame to the Ministry of Justice. Even if Officer Li wants to let you 

go, I won’t!” 

Guo Langming, “...” The banquet was over now!!! 

“Take him away!” Chi Yang ordered the police without any further explanation. 

“Wait a minute.” Li Heyi stopped him. 

Guo Langming’s ashen face instantly turned red as he looked at him with anticipation. 



“You’ve already tarnished the Xiao family’s reputation in front of so many guests. You have to tell me in 

front of everyone who told you to do this.” 

Guo Langming, “...” 

Was Li Heyi trying to force him to speak? 

Guo Langming closed his eyes. Since he was doomed, he would drag Xiao Chengan down with him! Who 

had asked him to do this? As long as Xiao Chengan was fine, he would be fine. 

“Second Master Xiao Chengan asked me to do this!” 

Xiao Yuqi then stood up and said, “Guo Langming, you have to take responsibility for what you just 

said.” 

Chapter 2196: Male Peacocks 

 

“I-I will take responsibility! It really was Second Master Xiao who asked me to do this. After all, I don’t 

know Governor Wu. I’m not crazy, so why else would I come here to capture him?” 

“He doesn’t know Governor Wu either, so why would he ask you to capture him?” Li Heyi asked angrily. 

“How should I know? Officer Li, this really has nothing to do with me!” 

“I think I know why he wants to arrest Governor Wu,” said Chi Yang. 

“Why?” Li Heyi looked at Chi Yang and asked. 

“He wants something. As for what exactly, we’ll talk about it when we get to the police station. As for 

Xiao Chengan...” 

Before Chi Yang could finish, Li Heyi said, “I’ll give Dad a call to explain this matter. Let’s see how he’ll 

deal with this.” 

With that, he called Elder Xiao in front of everyone. 

Xiao Yun picked up the phone. After hearing what Li Heyi said, a pained expression appeared on his face, 

and he said, “If he dared to do such a thing, he’s truly shameless. Since he’s shameless, you can be too. 

Arrest Guo Langming first. I’ll get Xiao Chengan arrested too. After the trial, we’ll know everything that 

happened between them.” 

“Yes, Dad. I’ll arrest Guo Langming now.” 

Since Li Heyi had put him on speaker, all the guests heard Elder Xiao’s answer. They silently praised this 

upright old general, but at the same time, they felt sorry for the old general for having such a son. 

After hearing Elder Xiao’s words, Guo Langming knew that he was doomed. His body went limp, and he 

staggered and almost fell to the ground. He stumbled and fell directly into the hands of the police officer 

beside him. 

The policeman helped him stand up and put the handcuffs on him. 



Guo Langming’s plan had been halted. The banquet could truly begin now! 

Wu Jingzhong expressed his gratitude to all the guests for their support here today. He told everyone 

the reason why he had not been married all these years and introduced his daughter, Wu Lingyun, to 

everyone. 

After that, in front of the guests, Wu Lingyun made a cup of tea for her grandfather and father. From 

now on, Wu Lingyun was officially the eldest daughter of the Wu family. 

Wu Pingting had high standards. None of the young masters from Sea District’s wealthy families had 

succeeded in pursuing her. After so many years, everyone had given up. Now, the Wu family had 

another daughter! The previously-rejected young masters were like male peacocks, spreading their tails 

one by one and rushing to announce their presence. 

Xiao Yuqi’s sharp eyes stared at the male peacocks surrounding her future daughter-in-law. She slowly 

went downstairs, took a glass of champagne, and walked to Wu Lingyun’s side. 

There were three men around her, and one was talking to her. Even though the guys here could not 

compare to her son, her son could be a blockhead sometimes, and he was also a soldier... He was really 

at a disadvantage in this aspect! 

She thought about how the glorious daughter-in-law of the Chi family could not resist the temptation to 

run away with the Pei family. His son’s status was not as glorious as the Chi family’s! 

Xiao Yuqi had been entrusted by her son to attend this event in his place, so she walked up to Wu 

Lingyun’s side like a warrior. Then, she reached out and wrapped her arm around her shoulder. 

“Lingyun, are these your friends?” 

Wu Lingyun looked at the men and nodded with a slight blush. “They’re not friends. I just met him.” 

After all, she had only just walked over to them. The man had not introduced himself yet. 

Chapter 2197: Hope Extinguished 

 

When the man heard Wu Lingyun’s words, he immediately introduced himself. 

He was from a wealthy family in Sea District. Although he could not compare to the top wealthy families 

in Sea District like the Wu and Xu families, he was still pretty well off. 

The moment he finished introducing himself, music began to play in the banquet hall. Some men were 

inviting the daughters of the other wealthy families to dance with them. 

The man wanted to invite Wu Lingyun to dance too, but out of politeness, he very politely bowed to Xiao 

Yuqi and said, “Hello, Aunt Xiao.” He knew that the person in front of him was the daughter of the Xiao 

family. 

“Yes, hello!” Xiao Yuqi greeted the man in a friendly manner. 

“Aunt Xiao, what’s wrong?” Wu Lingyun realized that Xiao Yuqi had come looking for her all of a sudden. 



“Nothing. I just wanted to tell you not to drink too much cold stuff. It’s not good for girls to drink too 

many cold drinks.” 

“Okay, got it.” 

At this moment, a few daughters from several prestigious families gathered around. They were envious 

that the Xiao family’s daughter was treating Wu Lingyun so well. They said, “Aunt Xiao has such a good 

relationship with Lingyun! Those who didn’t know any better would think that the two of you were 

mother and daughter!” 

This was the moment Xiao Yuqi had been waiting for. She smiled and said, “Aren’t we basically mother 

and daughter? Once Lingyun marries my Jingyan, I’ll be her mother. When I go back later, I’ll have to ask 

Jingyan when you two plan to get married.” 

Wu Lingyun’s face turned red. 

All the daughters, “...” 

All the young masters, “...” 

The Wu family’s family recognition banquet was very lively. On the other side of Sea District, the Xiao 

family’s second son was suffering and not in a lively mood at all. 

Xiao Chengan’s palms were sweating. He prayed that everything would end quickly. If his father found 

out that he was not actually a child of the Xiao family, his life was over. 

Ever since he went to get a DNA test with Old Madam Li, Xiao Chengan had been in a state of great fear. 

That day, Old Madam Li had rushed to his car and blocked his way. She told him about how he was not 

the Xiao family’s child. He learned that he was a child of the Zhou family in Sea District. It still did not 

feel real to him. But when he thoughtback to how he looked completely different from his father and 

mother, he was forced to consider the possiblity. He pulled Old Madam Li into the car and took her to 

do a paternity test. 

He had been the young master of the Xiao family ever since he was born. Even though he was a piece of 

trash, his father only had two sons, and his eldest brother died young, so his father gave him everything. 

He had lived with the Xiao family for more than forty years. He never thought that he was not a true 

descendant of the family. 

Thus, the results of the paternity test were like a bolt of lightning that struck him right in the heart and 

fried him on the inside and the outside. The DNA similarity between him and this Old Madam Li, who 

was from some poor village, was 99.99% . It was an undeniable biological mother-son relationship. 

Xiao Chengan could not accept this, so he went home and had a meal with his father. He secretly got his 

father’s hair and did a DNA test on it. The results showed that his DNA similarity with his father was only 

0.1%. They were definitely not related by blood. 

Xiao Chengan felt like his world had collapsed in front of his eyes. 

He was really not a child of the Xiao family! 



He was just the child of this old lady, some poor old widow with no money or background! 

It had not been a mistake. 

Old Madam Li beamed with joy as she recounted how she had sought refuge in his Xiao family’s home. 

She had given birth prematurely and swapped out the Xiao family’s daughter for him. At this point, the 

only hope in Xiao Chengan’s heart was extinguished. 

Chapter 2198: Capable of Nothing Except Ruining Everything 

 

It was not a mistake, but a cruel scheme to exchange children. This wicked old woman stole the Xiao 

family’s daughter and gave her son to them instead. The Xiao family had helped their enemy raise a 

child for more than forty years. Not only that, but she even treated the real daughter of the Xiao family 

very badly! In order to keep her from finding out the truth, she made her daughter bleed to death 

during birth. 

If his father found out about this terrible thing, knowing him, things would not be good. 

It would be better for him to leave the family now and cut off all relations with them from then on. If he 

was the one who had to find out that his biological daughter had been killed, he would have done much 

more than just kick his fake son out of the family. 

He had been the son of the Xiao family for more than forty years. He had gone from being ‘young 

master’ to just ‘master’ now. He had his own family, too. If he was kicked now, what was left for him to 

do for the rest of his life? His two daughters had not married yet. If they were all kicked out of the Xiao 

family, no wealthy family would be willing to take a fancy to his daughters! 

Xiao Chengan collapsed and sat back on the hospital chair for a long time. He only came back to his 

senses when Old Madam Li asked him to find a way to save his two sisters. 

No! He could not sit still and just wait for death. 

He could not lose his identity as the Xiao family’s young master. 

Once he lost the halo of being part of the Xiao family, his life would be worse than a dog’s. What was the 

difference between that and death? 

Therefore, after a moment of silence, Xiao Chengan made a decision. 

After confirming that only Old Madam Li knew about this matter and that Wu Lingyun was the Wu 

family’s daughter, Xiao Chengan decided to take advantage of the fact that the truth had not been 

revealed yet. He wanted to uproot the Wu family. 

After Old Madam Li was threatened on the phone, she knew that Wu Lingyun had found her father. 

Moreover, her father’s family was one of the top wealthy families in Sea District. He was also the 

governor of Sea District, so in order to prevent herself from being caught, Old Madam Li had deliberately 

dressed herself up in a frumpy manner. She did not even dare to take a plane to make herself look like 

she had even a little bit of money. Instead, she went outstation to take a special train to another small 



city, then hired someone to buy the tickets to her next stop. It took her a few days to get to Emperor 

District by train. Then, she spent some time introducing herself to her son. 

Therefore, when Xiao Chengan decided to make his move, the Wu family was already sending out 

invitations and arranging their banquet. 

There was not much time left for him to executive his plan. He had to arrest the members of the Wu 

family as soon as possible and arrange for a car accident to kill them all. 

Only when everyone was dead would his identity never be revealed. 

Thus, Xiao Chengan found Guo Langming and asked him to help capture Wu Jingzhong. 

Wu Jingzhong was the governor of Sea District. It would not easy to arrest him. He had been arrested 

before, but the Executive Hall’s network was hacked, so he was released. He told Guo Langming to use 

this fact to arrest the Wu family members. 

Guo Langming left to the banquet a while ago. Xiao Chengan was extremely anxious as he waited for 

him. 

Seeing Xiao Chengan pace around in front of her, Old Madam Li asked, “Lil An, what are you worried 

about? The Xiao family is so powerful. It’s impossible that they won’t be able to take care of the Wu 

family! Just relax and wait!” 

After confirming that he was the son of Old Madam Li, whose name was Li Defen, Xiao Chengan glared 

at the old woman in front of him with all his heart. She was capable of nothing except ruining 

everything! 

Chapter 2199: In My Heart 

 

“What do you know? Do you know that my father abhors evil? If he gets even the tiniest hint that I’m 

not his real son, I’ll have to bear the consequences!” 

Fear appeared in Li Defen’s eyes. She swallowed a mouthful of saliva and said, “H-how could he find 

out? Sze Lingyun doesn’t know, and Wu Jingzhong doesn’t know who Sze Lingyun’s mother was. Don’t 

worry, they definitely won’t report it to your father.” 

Looking at her son, Li Defen felt a high sense of accomplishment. 

Even though she was just an old woman from the countryside who had been poor all her life, her son 

was actually the eldest young master of one of the most wealthy families in Camino! 

However, Xiao Chengan did not feel the same. He wished he could shoot this damn old woman in front 

of him right now! 

If it were not for her, he would still be perfectly happy being the second master of the Xiao family. He 

was very satisfied with his current life, but this damn old woman had inexplicably come to destroy 

everything he had. 



Looking at her disgusting face, Xiao Chengan sneered and asked disdainfully, “Who do you think my 

father is? A lowlife like you? A pauper? My father is a general! A general! How many officers in Camino 

are under him now? Do you think he won’t be able to find out if he decides to investigate?” 

Li Defen did not mind being called a lowlife. After all, the Zhou family valued sons over daughters. Even 

if her son was rude to her, she was still glad to have one. 

She was just a little frightened. She stuttered and asked, “T-then what should I do? Do you need 

Mommy to help you? Just say the word! Even if you want me to kill that b*tch Sze Lingyun, I’m willing to 

help you!” 

Xiao Chengan was already extremely disgusted by Li Defen. He roared at her, “Shut up! Don’t you dare 

call yourself my Mommy again! Let me tell you, my mother is the Xiao family’s Old Madam Xiao. She’s 

my only mother! Nobody else is! So don’t even think about me acknowledging you!” 

“Good, good, good! If you don’t want to admit it, then don’t! Lil An, don’t be angry. If you have 

something to say, then say it!” 

Not only did Li Defen not feel like Xiao Chengan was going overboard by not acknowledging her, but she 

even felt like her son was very manly. Not only did she not care at all, but she also kept comforting him. 

“My boy... I haven’t tried to find you before. If not for Wu Jingzhong trying to find Zhou Hua, I would’ve 

come looking for you earlier. I would have been happy just knowing you were doing well. But don’t 

worry. After this matter is over, I definitely won’t come looking for you again!” 

Xiao Chengan narrowed his eyes slightly and warned her. “You’d better keep your word. Otherwise, I’ll 

make sure you die, and I won’t tell you how I’ll do it.” 

“Don’t worry, Lil An. In Mom’s heart, your two sisters aren’t as important as you!” 

As soon as she finished speaking, she saw the cannibalistic look in Xiao Chengan’s eyes when she called 

herself ‘Mom’ again. Li Defen immediately changed her words, “I-I-I mean, in my heart!” 

The orders had been given. Guo Langming had already arrived at Sea District. Xiao Chengan could only 

wait for news from him. 

From the moment Li Defen appeared in front of him, Xiao Chengan had not been able to calm down. He 

was like a spinning top that could not stop. 

Now that he had said and done everything he wanted to, he could not take back his words. He could 

only wait for the results before he could let himself calm down. 

Sze Lingyun! 

Sze Lingyun! 

Chapter 2200: Lucky B*tch 

 

These past two days, the name Sze Lingyun had been a huge disaster that destroyed his world. 



The more he heard the name, the more familiar it sounded. 

“Sze Lingyun has stayed in Sea District ever since she was young?” Xiao Chengan asked. 

“Yes.” Li Defen quickly nodded and then shook her head. “But then she went to Emperor District for 

university.” 

Xiao Chengan felt his scalp go numb. His voice grew louder. 

“What did you just say? She went to Emperor District for university? What university was she in?” 

“I think she was in the Military Medical University, which specializes in treating soldiers. W-what’s 

wrong?” Li Defen asked with a worried look. 

“What’s wrong? What’s wrong?! You want to ask that now? If you wanted to hide her background, why 

did you let her go to Emperor District? What’s wrong with you?” 

Xiao Chengan finally remembered who Sze Lingyun was. He quickly called Xiao Yaxin and said, “Yaxin, I 

need to ask you a question. You were complaining about this before. What was the name of the woman 

who sent the assassin?” 

Xiao Yaxin had been in a bad mood recently because the person she sent to kill Sze Lingyun failed, and 

not only did she fail, but she was also caught! Even the scapegoat she found also betrayed her. She was 

worried that her grandfather and aunt would find out about this. 

Suddenly, her father called her, which gave Xiao Yaxin a fright. She hurriedly said, “Her name is Sze 

Lingyun. Dad, how did you know about this? D-dies Grandpa know that I tried to kill Sze Lingyun?” 

“Have you settled killing the girl?” Xiao Chengan did not answer Xiao Yaxin’s question. He just asked the 

question he was most concerned about. 

He knew that Xiao Yaxin was going to kill someone, but he did not know when she was going to do it. 

He and his wife both hoped that Xiao Yaxin would be able to marry Li Jingyan, so they turned a blind eye 

to her scheming. 

Therefore, he hoped that his daughter had succeeded in killing Sze Lingyun so he would not have to kill 

her himself. 

“No! That b*tch is just too lucky. I made all the preparations over a month ago. I first asked her family to 

kill her, and they staged a car accident. I don’t know how that woman was lucky enough to survive that. 

My people bribed the taxi driver and two truck drivers to orchestrate the accident. The taxi driver was 

already prepared to die, but in the end, he still failed.” 

Xiao Yaxin grew furious speaking about this. 

“Dad, since you know about this, please help me. If I don’t kill that b*tch Sze Lingyun, Jingyan will 

definitely not accept me. Today, when I went to send gifts to my aunt and uncle, I found out they had 

actually gone to Sea District to see that b*tch! I also heard that that b*tch is actually Wu Jingzhong’s 

daughter. She’s changed her name to Wu Lingyun now. Sob, sob, sob… Dad, I’ve liked Jingyan for so 



many years. I absolutely can’t allow that b*tch to snatch Jingyan from me! So what if she’s the 

Governor’s daughter now? Can her background compare to mine?” 

“What did you say? You said that your aunt and uncle went to Sea District to attend the banquet?” Xiao 

Chengan’s entire body suddenly went cold. 

“Yes. Why?” 

 


